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and were beaten off in succession ; had a counter-offensive
been undertaken, as Wellington intended, he must have been
thrown off his line of retreat to Lisbon, but at the critical
moment two newly appointed British Generals-in-Chief arrived
to take over command in turn and temporarily paralysed the
victorious army, and left the French leisure to make their escape.
None the less, their situation was so precarious that Junot was
glad to negotiate for and secure the honourable withdrawal of
his army from Portugal under the terms of the Convention of
Cintra. Public opinion at home was so enraged at what seemed
an impotent conclusion to a brilliant campaign that an inquiry
was held, from which Wellington alone of the three commanders
concerned emerged with enhanced fame.
While Portugal was thus being lost to Napoleon—never,
as it turned out, to be regained—the other French armies
remained strictly on the defensive behind the Ebro, leaving the
Spanish to muster unmolested in their front. By the end of
the summer these numbered close on 150,000 men, with
60,000 more in reserve in the interior, but they were unhappily
as inferior in quality as they were formidable numerically.
Their discipline, armament and leadership left everything
to be desired; they had no General-in-Chief, nor indeed did
there exist any united direction of the war as a whole, for the
central junta which had been set up at Madrid was not only
incapable but was supreme only in name. None the less, plans
for a general offensive, in which the British were asked to
co-operate, were drawn up by the various commanders, but
were still only in Jiie stage of discussion when the face of the
war underwent a sudden and entire change owing to the
arrival of the French Emperor in person at the head of 200,000
of his veterans.
Napoleon had decided once and for all to finish with the
war in Spain before the troubles which he knew to be brewing
in Germany and Austria should call for his undivided attention ;
and his coining heralded the opening of an immediate and
irresistible offensive. Early in November he burst through
the hostile centre on the Vitoria—Madrid road, and dealing
fierce blows to either flank hurled the Spanish left back into
the Asturian mountains, broke their right into fragments,
and forcing his way over the Guadarrama passes entered
Madrid in triumph after less than a month of fighting. The
Spanish armies were dispersed to the four winds; all
resistance seemed at an end, and the victor was planning
a further advance westwards for the conquest of Portugal
and southwards into Andalusia when the unexpected appear-
ance of a British army on the flank of his line of communi-

